FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GH+A design studios Wins Five Design Awards
(Montreal, QC & Detroit, MI: December 11, 2020) We are honored to announce that our design teams have won
five awards for design excellence. GH+A design studios is a proud collaborator on the following projects:
-

ICSC Global Awards North America
Category: Renovations/Expansions projects under 150,000 sq.ft.
Project: CF Chinook Centre Dining Hall - Calgary, AB
Prize: Silver

-

ICSC Global Awards North America
Category: Renovations/Expansions projects over 500,000 sq.ft.
Project: Devonshire Mall - Windsor, ON
Prize: Silver

-

ICSC Global Awards North America
Category: Renovations/Expansions projects over 500,000 sq.ft.
Project: Devonshire Mall - Windsor, ON
Prize: Sustainable Gold

-

DrivenxDesign London Design Awards
Category: Interior Design - Retail
Project: RS No.9 Carnaby St. - London, UK
Prize: Silver

-

Canadian Interiors Best of Canada Awards Competition
Category: Retail & Showroom
Project: Canada Goose - Beijing, China
Prize: Winner

ICSC Global Awards North America
CF Chinook Centre Dining Hall - Calgary, Alberta
Owner: ONTREA Inc., Developer: Cadillac Fairview Corp.
In collaboration with Zeidler Architecture Inc.
Prize: Silver

CF Chinook Centre is Calgary’s largest and premier shopping
centre located 3 miles from the downtown core. The space
is vast and multileveled with the challenge of making it easily
navigable while offering different styles of seating transforming
the experience from fast food to that of dining. The newly
renovated 30,000 sq. ft. Dining Hall features 835 seats and
20 dining options. The voluminous space was completely
overhauled with new custom furniture, Italian porcelain
tile flooring, and a “forest” of 31 metal columns to give the
voluminous space a soft industrial edge.
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ICSC Global Awards North America
Devonshire Mall - Windsor, Ontario

Owner: HOOP, Developer: Cushman & Wakefield
In collaboration with MMC Architects			
Prize: Silver

Devonshire Mall’s renovation features a reconfiguration and
readaptation of the former Target space into a new Metro
grocery store and a Shoppers Drug Mart, a relocated food court
with expanded dining options, new entrances, landscaping and
overall interior uplift. New clerestories, in combination with the
new skylights, improved the customer experience throughout
shopping centre by saturating the common areas with natural
light, along with new ceiling designs and 100% LED lighting.
The renovation reinforces Devonshire Mall as the premier
shopping destination for the city of Windsor while introducing
leading retail brands elevating the tenant mix.
ICSC Global Awards North America
Devonshire Mall - Windsor, Ontario

Owner: HOOP, Developer: Cushman & Wakefield
In collaboration with MMC Architects
Prize: Sustainable Gold

Devonshire’s zero waste food court is defined as reducing waste
to landfill, incineration and environment by 90% or more. There
are no trash bins in the new Food Court. The centre made
a commitment to the community to downstream accountable
organic, paper, metal, plastic and garbage program in an
effort to achieve Zero Waste Status. Over a six-month period
from June 26-December 31, 2018, almost 121,000 pounds of
compost was distributed to local farmers to be used on their
fields. There are currently three 500lb composters on site
contributing to the zero-waste food court. In a 15-hour cycle,
they can convert 100lbs of organic waste into 15lbs of compost.

DrivenxDesign London Design Awards
RS No.9 Carnaby St. - London, UK
In collaboration with Bravado and Universal Music Group

The first flagship store for the legendary Rolling Stones, RS
No.9 Carnaby St. is part retail, part gallery, part fan experience.
This project, in collaboration with Bravado and Universal Music
Group, is a celebration to music, fashion and art. Exclusive RS
No.9 branded merchandise with curated collaborations and
collections can be found on two levels. The Rolling Stones
Brand was thoughtfully translated in every design detail
from the exclusive RS Pantone Red feature elements, to the
soundwave window sculpture that represents the opening to
the classic song “Paint it Black”.
https://lnkd.in/g7AGKfD
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Canadian Interiors Best of Canada Awards Competition
Canada Goose - Beijing, China
In collaboration with Canada Goose Store Development Team and
Imaginex Group

The Canada Goose experiential “Northward“ concept store
in SKP Mall was inspired by the jagged ice and rock of the
Canadian Arctic where shoppers are surrounded by organic
faceted concrete paneled walls. Black niches throughout the
space frame and highlight the curated product. The ceiling art
installation, created by Shanghai-born Chinese American artist
Juju Wang was inspired by the glacial lakes and endless frozen
expanse of northern Canada. All white product display plinths
appear to rise organically from the matching flooring. The
monolithic environment appears to be chiseled from a single
block of stone and ice. SKP (Shin Kong Place) Mall blurs the
lines between a shopping destination and an art gallery, and
the “Northward“ concept store exemplifies this directive.
About GH+A: With over three decades of retail design experience, our reputation has been built on successful relationships
with clients and consultants on both sides of the lease line. We are a curious team of 60+ passionate, creative & strategic
thinkers that preposition and reinvent shopping centre development, placemaking, F&B, fashion and health+wellness. We
design and transform spaces into inspiring and engaging environments with purpose and authenticity. Behind all the spaces we
create a carefully considered strategy that yields outstanding results for landlords and retailers alike. With offices in Montreal
(Quebec) and Detroit (Michigan), GH+A designs for an international market with a strong focus on customer experience and
retail performance.
About ICSC: Founded in 1957, ICSC is the global trade association of the shopping center industry. Its more than 70,000
members in over 100 countries include shopping center owners, developers, managers, investors, retailers, brokers, academics,
and public officials. For more information about ICSC visit www.icsc.org and for the latest news from ICSC and the industry go
to www.thecenterofshopping.com.
About DrivenxDesign : A global community of over 95,000 members, 9,500 brands and 1,700 studios -who together innovate,
accelerate and grow demand for design. DrivenxDesign celebrates the role of design in enriching the human experience.
Design that solves human needs through the application of technology and human centered design methods. The London
Design Awards program provides marketplace recognition across an extensive range of categories and celebrates the
creativity and courage of those who are leading the way.
About Canadian Interiors : Celebrating 24 years, Canadian Interiors has sponsored an annual national interior design awards
program It is the country’s only design competition to focus on interior design projects and products without regard to size,
budget or location. Welcomed are submissions from interior designers, architects, interior architects, decorators, crafts persons
and students.
Contact: Retail (Stores)
Bess Liscio
Director, Retail Strategy
M: 647.448.9662
bliscio@ghadesign.com

Contact: Retail (Development)
Debbie Kalisky
Associate, Retail Development
M: 514.867.6615
dkalisky@ghadesign.com
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Contact: Retail (Development)
Matt Woods
Partner
M: 248.912.2863
mwoods@ghadesign.com

